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Our work is framed in the field of quantum technologies
with a focus on atomic, molecular, and optical physics.
Quantum Technologies
• Seek applications of developments in quantum infor-
mation science and control of quantum systems.
• Notable examples: quantum computing, quantum
simulation, quantum cryptography, quantum metrol-
ogy and sensing.
Quantum Metrology
• «quantum effects enable an increase in precision
when estimating a parameter» [1]
• Goal: reach ultimate precision limit.
Fig. from [1]: Entangling the dif-
ferent probes before/after their
interaction with system of in-
terest leads to four metrology
schemes with precisions / 1/N
(QC,QQ) vs. 1/
p
N (CC,CQ).
Quantum Sensing
• Use QIP protocols + quantum systems (trapped ions,
cold atoms…) for more sensitive measurements.
• Takes advantage of exquisite control on individual
quantum systems reached in recent decades.
• Does not necessarily required more than 1 probe.
Measuring the QuantumWay
.
I «combine two or more physical systems, with the
goal of harnessing the advantages and strengths
of the different systems to better explore new phe-
nomena and potentially bring about novel quantum
technologies» [2]
I Examples: atom-ion (MIT, Cambridge, Ulm, RRI);
atom-molecular ion (Aarhus, Basel, Gatech, Sus-
sex); atom-light (cavities, photonic crystals); atom-
superconducting circuit (ETH, UCSB, Yale).
I We propose a novel hybrid system composed of
atomic ions and cold polar molecules, with poten-
tial applications to:
• Molecular spectroscopy
• Measurement of electric dipole moments
• Quantum simulation
I We develop three applications of trapped atomic
ions to quantum sensing relevant to hybrid sys-
tems:
• App. 1: An atomic ion and a femtosecond fre-
quency comb
• App. 2: An atomic ion and a molecular ion
• App. 3: An atomic ion and a polar molecule
Hybrid Quantum Systems
.
Trapped Ions as Sensitive Probes
• "Routinely" trapped, controlled and measured with ex-
treme accuracy.
• One of the most advanced platforms for QIP and Q.
Technologies, e.g., optical clocks.
• They've been used as sensitive probes of weak forces
(see, e.g., Biercuk et al., Nature Nanotech 5 (2010)
646; Kotler et al., Nature 510 (2014) 376.)
Frequency Combs
• A train of N  1, ultrashort pulses (duration . 1 ps),
emmitted at a rate frep.
• In frequency space, they lead to a set of equally
spaced, narrow lines fn = 0 + nfrep ) require to
measure and fix parameters 0 and frep.
• In time space, 0 relates to «carrier-envelope offset
phase» (CEP), , between field and envelope:
Cold Polar Molecules and Molecular Ions
• Potential resources for quantum-information process-
ing and quantum simulation, require novel accurate
measurement (spectroscopy) and control protocols.
Our Ingredients
.
Effect of 1 pulse on a two-level system (TLS): Rota-
tion about carrier-envelope phase dependent axis:
Um = cos(m/2) + i sin(m/2)m
m = cos(m)x + sin(m)y
After N pulses: TLS state depends on pulse intensity
and when each pulse reaches the ion
•   1: U1Atot = 1 + i sin(N)2 sin

ei(N+1)++H:c:

•   : U1Btot = exp
h
 2iPN/2k=1(2k   2k 1)zi
• ''No delay'':
• ''With delay'':
. Resulting sensitivities to CEP 
App. 1: Stabilizing a Frequency Comb [3]
.
Quantum Logic Spectroscopy (QLS) [5]:
• Goal: Determine frequency of non-cycling transition,
e.g., «clock transition» in Al+
• Method: Entangle it with ion with cycling transition,
and measure the latter
• Use of phase gates with state-dependent forces en-
ables faster & more robust spectroscopy [6, 7]
• Information is encoded in the phase of two-ion state,
measurable interferometrically [4]:
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. QLS for single molecular ions [4]
.
We extend the applicability of the method to high-
precision molecular spectroscopy:
Measure  to obtain the
molecular property (e.g.,
magnetic moment) that
allows to identify internal
state. Fig: case of N+2
(cf. Ref. [4])
App. 2: Spectroscopy of Molecular Ions [4]
.
I We consider a system composed of a trapped ion
and a trapped electric dipole moment (EDM).
I Behaviour can be described by normal modes
(COM,STR) exactly like two-ion systems [8].
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Fig: (left) Setup and (right) accummulated phase for Ca+
with CaH or KRb at a distance z0 = 20; 30 m
I The value of the EDM, , can be obtained [9]:
 Measuring the common mode frequencies, !com
and !str, which depend on /z0.
 With a quantum-sensing protocol akin to App. 2,
as the accumulated phase depends on /z0:
? High-precision in ~ is reachable.
? If ~ is known, sub-m spatial resolution on z0:
Ion-Dipole Force Microscopy: An ion
hovering over an array of dipoles to map
their spatial distribution [8].
I What about orientation? We use a dynamical-
decoupling series of ultrafast pulses.
App. 3: Measuring Electric Dipoles [8, 9]
.
Fast phase gates:
I Two trapped particles: Describe their behaviour
with two normal modes, i.e., harmonic oscillators
(h.o.): center-of-mass (COM) and stretch (STR).
I Expand their dynamics in basis of coherent states.
Perturbing the free evolution of a h.o. with ''kicks''
changes the orbit in phase space (cf. Fig., left).
I Fast geometric phase gates: For small displace-
ments («harmonic approx.»), one can design a
set of kicks that restores the motional state after
t 1/!trap up to a geometric phase  [6, 7].
State-dependent forces:
I Their effect on particles depends on their internal
state, e.g., ac Stark (lasers) or Zeeman (magnetic
field gradients) shifts.
I Then, quantum phase   R E(t)dt depends on
the internal state of both particles (cf. Fig., right))
internal and motional states are entangled [7, 4].
I Measuring internal state provides info on motional
state and particles' responses to external fields.
State-Dependent Forces & Phase Gates
.
Dynamical Decoupling:
I Goal: Isolate a system from external perturba-
tions, or freeze its internal evolution, to get more
accurate measurements
I Example: «Spin echo» sequence: removes effect
of fields that couple directly to ''spin''
Simple DD sequence to keep molecular orientation:
1. Initialize molecule in jv = 0; J = 0i: h^i = 0.
2. Apply /2 pulse to jv = 0; J = 2i: h^i = mol 6= 0.
3. A train of fast /2 pulses [10, 11], at interval t <
Trot, effectively «freezes» internal state evolution
and keeps molecule oriented [9]:
 =
1
Trot
Z
(t)dt = mol
sin(t1Erot/~)
t1Erot/~
Fig.: (t) with (red) and without
(blue) DD pulses; black line is .
(bottom) Bloch sphere represen-
tation of internal state evolution
with DD sequence of pulses. 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0-1.0
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Dynamical Decoupling with Fast Pulses
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